A novel dipole force trap was developed for trapping caesium atoms in the lower hyperfine level of the ground state and in preliminary experiments a cloud of ≈1000 atoms was trapped. The viability of the trap is discussed, including suggestions for amendments to the trap design and problems that might occur which are intrinsic to the caesium atom.
Introduction
The first dipole force trap for atoms [1] was simply a red-detuned laser beam focused to a waist of 10 µm in a sample of cold sodium atoms so that atoms were attracted to the maximum in intensity of the laser beam. The lifetime was limited to a few milliseconds, because of a large scattering rate (>10 3 photons/s) at the small detuning used. A similar trap, this time for rubidium atoms, achieved a lifetime of 0.2 s [2] using far-off resonant light, i.e. a red detuning of up to 65 nm from the D1 line, for a laser beam of about 1 W from a Ti:sapphire laser, again focused to 10 µm. The scattering rate for the largest detuning was of order 100 photons/s and around 1000 atoms were trapped.
In the first blue-detuned trap [3] , caesium atoms were trapped using two sheets of light from an argon ion laser, intersecting at 90
• to each other and focused to the same point. This formed a potential well with a 'V-shaped' cross section giving strong confinement perpendicular to the beam axes. This configuration also gave weak confinement along the beams because the diffraction of the focused sheets caused the trap walls to curve inwards and close the potential well in this direction. Gravity provided confinement in the vertical direction. An improved version of this trap [4] used two pairs of light sheets as described above, crossed at right angles to form a four-sided inverted pyramid. Care was taken that the crossed beams were of opposite polarizations to prevent interference of the beams which would have lead to holes in the trap. The light was far off-resonance and as the atoms experienced relatively high intensities for only a fraction of time, during reflection from the walls of the potential, the scattering rate was estimated to be extremely low, around 10 −4 photons/s. The lifetime ∼ 7 s was limited by the background pressure. However, far-detuned traps with conservative potentials are difficult to load without heating the atoms.
A blue-detuned trap using near-resonant light has been realized for caesium atoms by Ovchinnicov et al [5] . The problem of heating during loading was overcome by using a Sisyphus cooling mechanism that produced inelastic reflections from the 'walls' of the light potential [6] . A Ti:sapphire laser was used to provide 0.25 W of light, blue detuned by 3 GHz from the D2 transition from the lower hyperfine ground state to the excited state. This was transformed into a hollow beam using a telescope formed from two axicon lenses (lenses with a conical profile) and then focused with a spherical lens, forming a light field in the shape of a cone with its axis vertical. Atoms were first cooled in optical molasses before loading into the trap and were observed to form a long cigar-shaped cloud in the region of low intensity above the apex of the cone. As with the other blue-detuned traps, gravity provided vertical confinement. A similar trap has been proposed by Morsch and Meacher [9] which uses a beam in a Laguerre-Gaussian or 'doughnut' mode to produce the hollow cone with the addition of a light sheet plugging the hole at the bottom of the trap. A doughnut mode has also been used to make a blue-detuned dipole force trap with near-resonant light which uses a polarization gradient cooling mechanism to offset heating by photon scattering [10] . Recent work on caesium in red-detuned dipole force traps has aimed to reach quantum degeneracy by all-optical techniques [7, 8] .
The focused doughnut beam trap
The trap we have built has the geometry proposed by Morsch and Meacher [9] with far-off resonant light and we have demonstrated its use in trapping caesium. A first-order LaguerreGaussian beam was focused by a short focal length lens to produce the conical beam with its axis vertical and the atoms were trapped in the region of low intensity on-axis just above the Figure 1 . Intensity profile of the focused Laguerre-Gaussian beam. As the intensity rises enormously around the focal spot, the colour scale is logarithmic and a limit has been put on the maximum intensity displayed so that the long tail may be seen. The inset shows the region around the apex of the cone magnified 10 times. apex of the cone (see figure 1) . The laser light was far-blue detuned, thus ensuring a long trap lifetime against photon scattering. The use of an axicon lens as in the work of Ovchinnicov et al [5] was also considered, but numerical calculations of the diffraction integrals showed that this geometry gives interference fringes so that the light field beyond the focus consists of many concentric, coaxial tubes of light-this could be the reason why a long cigar-shaped cloud was observed by Ovchinnicov et al, rather than a conical shape defined by the geometrical ray path. This interference is somewhat like a Young's slit experiment with cylindrical symmetry, i.e. coherent light from opposite sides of the hollow beam meets and interferes. For a fardetuned trap these fringes would greatly reduce the trap lifetime, allowing atoms to leak out.
A Laguerre-Gaussian beam retains its integrity as it propagates, because the azimuthal phase varies from 0 to 2π so that there is destructive interference at any point along its axis. A light sheet can be used to block the hole in the bottom of the trap but the dimensions of the hole are so small that there is negligible leakage for a classical gas. However, for a superfluid Bose-condensed gas there may be some interesting effects, as discussed in section 4.
For light detuned from the D2 transition of caesium, the potential created by the light shift in a beam of intensity I is given by
where is the width of the excited state, is the detuning and I sat is the saturation intensity and it has been assumed that . The factor of 2 3 arises from summing over the transition strengths of the excited state hyperfine levels. For a first-order Laguerre-Gaussian beam (LG 1 0 ) propagating along z, the intensity distribution in the radial direction r is [9] .
where P is the power in the beam, w(z) is the beam waist (radius) and the maximum intensity in the radial direction occurs for r = w(z)/ √ 2. In the far field, the beam waist as a function of distance reduces to that given by the ray optics picture, w(z) = αz, where α is the opening angle of the cone. Thus in the far field the barrier height of the cone potential in the radial plane is
The potential height falls off as the square of the distance from the focus. In this work, the opening angle of the cone was ≈ 1 7 rad and a power of 2 W was available at the trapping region from an argon ion laser spread over all lines. For the D2 line of caesium at wavelength 852 nm the parameters are /2π = 5.3 MHz, I sat = 2.25 mW cm −2 and / = 4.4 × 10 7 (for the strongest line at 514 nm). These give a potential height of 2 µK at 1 mm from the focus. Non-uniformity of the beam in the azimuthal plane meant that the actual potential height was slightly lower-typically the variation in intensity around the ring was 10%, because of imperfect mode structure (see figure 2 ).
Experimental procedure
A doughnut-shaped beam is a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) mode and in this work it was produced using the mode-converter described in [11] to transform a Hermite-Gaussian (HG) from an argon ion laser. Figure 2 shows the experimental intensity profiles of both the HG and LG beams. The argon ion laser was a coherent Innova 300 which was forced into a TEM 10 mode (which is a good approximation of an HG 10 mode) by inserting a short length of bare glass optical fibre into the laser cavity [12] . The piece of fibre was mounted vertically so it bisected the intracavity beam propagating in the horizontal plane (the intensity in the TEM 10 mode was maximized by adjusting the fibre position with a translation stage). The mode converter transforms the beam by projecting the incoming HG 10 mode onto two orthogonal directions and introducing a π/2 phase-shift between these components (arising from the Guoy phase shift) before recombining them. This method of introducing a phase-shift between two modes of the same polarization is analogous to the formation of circularly polarized light by sending linearly polarized light through a quarter-wave plate at 45
• to the optical axis, i.e. introducing a π/2 phase difference between the linearly polarized beams along the two orthogonal directions. The resulting doughnut-shaped beam was expanded by a telescope to a beam waist of 3.5 mm and then focused by a lens of focal length 25 mm positioned one focal length from the centre of the trap, to give the cone of light forming the dipole trap (with the divergence specified above). The cone of light was aligned relative to the magnetic trap by observing photoionization in the magneto-optical trap (MOT) which is centred at approximately the same point as the purely magnetic trap. In the MOT the laser cooling and trapping light excites atoms to the 6p 3/2 level, and from this excited state they can be photoionized by absorption of light from the argon ion beam (with wavelength shorter than the line at 514 nm) [13] . By monitoring the drop in fluorescence from the MOT caused when atoms were lost by photoionization we were able to adjust the focused doughnut beam to a precision of ±10 µm transversely. The vertical position was determined by applying a magnetic bias field to move the position of the point of zero magnetic field and the apex of the cone was located at 1.25 ± 0.15 mm below the centre of the magnetic trap. To make the temperature of the atomic cloud less than the barrier height and the cloud small enough to fit inside the cone, the caesium atoms were evaporatively cooled in a magnetic trap [14] to give a temperature of ≈1 µK and a cloud diameter in the horizontal plane of 150 µm. However, a caesium atom gains an energy of 1 µK for every 6 µm that it falls under gravity, therefore it was imperative not to let the atoms drop. Loading was done by lowering the gradient of the magnetic trap gradually to a point where the atoms were just no longer trapped, and were therefore falling very slowly. The magnetic field gradient which gives a force that is just sufficient to balance gravity is 31.3 G cm −1 for the F = 3, M F = −3 state which is magnetically trapped (the dipole force trap will confine any M F state). The field gradient in the vertical direction was adjusted to be just below this critical value by observing the behaviour of falling atoms. After a wait of 30 ms, an image was taken. Figure 3 is an example of one such image and shows that atoms were successfully loaded into the dipoleforce trap. A small cloud of ≈1000 atoms is seen trapped above a cloud of ≈10 000 that is falling slowly-the gravitational acceleration is largely compensated by the upward magnetic force. The size of the trapped cloud is roughly 100 µm radially and 200 µm axially, elongated in the direction of the beam axis. This loading efficiency of 10% was not sufficient for further evaporative cooling but it does demonstrate that such a trap can be made using a single focused laser beam. The lifetime of the dipole force trap was not measured directly but was limited to time scales of less than a few seconds by the background gas. Although magnetic trap lifetimes approaching 100 s could be obtained in the same apparatus it was noted that the lifetime of the purely magnetic trap dropped to ≈ 2 s when the argon ion laser light was present. This shortened lifetime occurred even when the laser light was misaligned so that no light was incident directly on the atoms. An explanation for this observation is that intense light caused caesium coated on the inside surface of the glass cell to be released thus increasing the background pressure. This might occur through localized heating of the walls but its effect did not decrease even when the laser light was left on for many hours. An alternative explanation is that the scattered light throughout the cell causes light-induced desorption of atoms from the surfaces. These limitations can be overcome by a vacuum system with differential pumping in which the low-pressure region is clean, as commonly used in current experiments on BoseEinstein condensation in rubidium [15] . The performance of the present dipole-force trap was also severely limited by insufficient trap depth. To prevent multi-mode laser action, the aperture of the laser had to be limited, thus reducing the total power available at the trapping region. A deeper trap using a higher laser beam power would allow much higher loading efficiency. Commercial argon ion lasers are available with powers of up to three times greater that the nominal 10 W output of the laser used in this experiment. However, a better method of achieving higher power would be to use a holographic technique for producing the doughnut beam more efficiently. Holography enables one to reproduce an arbitrary waveform from a Gaussian laser beam with greater than 90% efficiency [16] . However, even after the two practical limitations of laser power and vacuum are overcome there still remains some uncertainty as to whether a higher density of cold trapped caesium is achievable because of inelastic collisional losses. Light-induced collisional loss has recently been observed in a dipole force trap using bluedetuned light by Vuletić et al [17] . There are a whole host of higher excited molecular levels, to which transitions from the ground state could occur. In the vicinity of the 514 and 488 nm argon ion laser lines there are molecular levels that dissociate to the two atoms in the levels 6s 1/2 + 7s 1/2 , 6s 1/2 + 7P, 6P + 6P and 6s 1/2 + 6D. The molecular spectroscopy is complex and there are insufficient data to make a theoretical estimate of a transition rate. However, the possibility of having to overcome losses intrinsic to the caesium atom, does put a question mark on the viability of this approach. In the light of these uncertainties we have considered the application of this type of simple blue-detuned dipole-force trap, formed with a single focused beam, to the manipulation of condensates of rubidium.
A funnel for Bose-condensed gases
Manipulation and trapping of Bose-condensed gases by dipole forces has been successfully demonstrated and it is increasingly used as a tool for changing the trapping geometry [18] . In this section we discuss a simple application of the apparatus we have developed for caesium to the case of rubidium. The techniques used to magnetically trap and evaporatively cool these elements are very similar, but for rubidium they achieved Bose-Einstein condensation. A condensate formed in a magnetic trap positioned above the apex of a focused doughnut mode laser beam and then released so that it falls downwards would be funnelled towards the focused region, thus realizing the configuration modelled theoretically in [19] , i.e. a condensate propagating through a small orifice. The magnetic trapping need only be relaxed partially (and slowly) as described above in order to avoid excessive heating, leading to loss of coherence. The size of the 'hole' in the focused laser beam can be very small, e.g. for a 1 W beam focused to a waist of 6 µm the contour for a potential height of 1 µK on the inside of the beam has a minimum radius of only 2 nm corresponding to only λ/300 of the optical wavelength of 514 nm. Even for a thermal gas at 1 µK the de Broglie wavelength is larger than the dimensions of the hole and so its behaviour is not classical. This experimental arrangement also enables the effect of weak coupling between the two separated condensates to be studied-the phenomena observed when the coupling occurs through a narrow channel that imposes a spatial restriction on the wavefunction are similar to those for a double-well potential with weak coupling by barrier penetration. The observation of the superfluid flow of a Bose-condensed gas through such a hole would be complementary to other recent work on the superfluidity by studying the response of these systems to rotation [20] [21] [22] . Superfluidity is not a precisely defined concept but rather a collection of phenomena such as non-viscous and irrotational flow that characterize the behaviour of certain quantum fluids. Thus it is important to look at the different ways it is manifested in a given system to probe the relationship between superfluidity and Bose-Einstein condensation.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated trapping of caesium atoms in a simple blue-detuned dipole-force trap but there remain uncertainties about the trap loss for this element, although these were not the limitation in the current experiment. The same simple configuration of the light field and magnetic trap could be used to investigate superfluid flow in Bose condensates produced by evaporative cooling in the magnetic trap.
